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MACHINE TICKET
OPPOSES SLATE

PADUCAH. KY;. MONDAY EVENING, AUGUST 26, 1907.
WEATHER FORISGAST.

FRENCHMEN TAKE
A GERMAN VESSEL

10 CENTS PER WEEK

TRAINS COLLIDE
ON THE TRESTLE

THE NEW RECRUIT.

Owen Tyler Announces His
Candidacy for Mayor.

Captured Wit II Cootraband tor
Moorish Rebels.

Big Engine Goes to Bottom of'
Deep Creek Bed.

Means

Interitieninal Manatees
itiatitriling
allorovco Is Recondite %lore
'o-niplh'iit sal,

Crests Jump and No Ohr Is Seriously
Hurl Hut • Care Are Torn to
Kindling Wood.

CIVIL WAR IS NOW

11,1,

to Itinghem at Primary in Louisville Next
Mouth.

4 Irp oniit ion

5,

BARTH'S

ESTATE

liqMt

W11 S.

FA1R.
Louisville, Aug

2.6. (Special.)---

Fah- and manner tonight. Tuesday
Owen Tyler. former president of the
shower*.
Higheet temperature yesboard of aldermen, announced his
terday, 00; tiniest today, 041.
candidacy for the Democratic nonti- -- - --

nation for raayor, opposing it.
Bingham.

W

It is said he alit head a

ticket in opposition to the state ad-ministration elate, which will be sup-

-

--

WOME N

VIGILANTES.
Baird, 10011. tug. 26.-The
town is worked up over the discovery of a gang of women
v. hitecappers Operilaing its the
whin y. one man has been
severely beaten and another
given it emit of tar and feathers.
Women have bandod together in
0 law 111111 erder league, And it
Is said
than half the eivee
and daughters bf the town bi-long.

Loudon. Aug. 26. -A dispatch
from Tangier says that the French
cruiser Du Chayla arrived there with
a German sailing ship which it had
captured off the Moroccan coset. The
salUng vessel was flying the Spaunsh
colors when the Du Chayla sighted it.
The captain of the cruiser .ild not
like the appearance of the ship and
sent a party to board het. They,
found that the vessel, which
was
German, was carrying a cargo of
French rifles of the Grez pattern.
The Du Chayla took the contraband cargo aboard and on her arrival here trans-shipped the cargo to
the French cruiser Jeanne d'Arc. It
is said the arms were consigned to
the Moor tribesmen now attackiug
Casa Blanca. The cactain of the German vessel is held a prisoner aboard
the Du Chayla.
Letters received here front Fez,
dated August 20, declare the situation there to be most grave. All the
Ituropean residents have decided to
leave Fez at once.

A

CHARLES E. CRAWFORD
SUCCUMBS TO ILLNESS
Well Known Citizen of Grahamville Passes Away at
His Home.

disastrous

IMPEDED.

rear end collision

between two freight trains, said to
have been" caused by failure of a
train to have out a flag, did great
damSge to rolling stock, blocked the
road for hours, and caused injuriee
to several members of the crews at

Autumn Fog Envelops the City
STRIKERS FEEL
and Causes River Boats to Tie Up ENCOURAGEMENT

i

TWENTY.SIX PASS
STATE WILL BRING
CITY EXAMINATION
OVER SWISS FAMILIES
Mrs. Durian's Select School Kentucky Laboring Class
Will Be Opened on Septo Be Augmented With
tember 9.

HENRY LEECH FOUND
IN A LUMBER CAMP

FARMERS' UNION AND
ITS TWO DELEGATES

TILLMAN SEES THIS
STATE REPUBLICAN

•

TRUTH' It AS

Dawson Springs Sunday morning at
5:5S o'clock.
- The wreck happened at the trestle,
on which several persons were killed
Paul Barth's Will.
four years ago while attending the
The late Mayor Paul C Barth by
Illinois Central picnic. The big
will dated this year. and pled for
freight engine went down from the
probete, leaves an estate valued at
Govarnor Hoke Smith has egnea a state prollibitton but
trestle and settled-an the creek bed.
about $150,041.4 in trust to his three
-Gregg in Atlanta Constutution, Cars were piled upon tot of each
sons. Several small bequests are
other and the greater portion of the
made to his sisters and brother.
trestle torn up. It was necessary to
TEItIO misTs.
detour all trains via Henderson and
St. Peterehurg. Aug. 28.---(ail.
Princeton, and not until early this
Ivanhoff. goternsar of Viborg
morning did wrecking crews succeed
peewee ens iliZsassitiated today.
In getting the trestle replaced and
eitile walk nag along the tareet.
the main line open for traffic.' Every
Rim aseeteeitt nes arrested.
passenger train throtigh
Paducah
Fall Is here or we are having a lit- lwas occaatoued. lisibur boats kept
from early Sunday morning to late
1111U)i-VEN RAIL.
tle advance touch of autumn. Yes- Ito their Moorings until the fog lifted
this morning were delayed from five
Small Reaches New York
Va., .tug. 26.-A
French Ambush Tribesmen.
well. The Richardson was returning
to
eight hours.
•
terday
was
too
cool
for
a summer's
pneeenger train on the Sohthern
Casa 131auca, Aug. 26.-Absolute
front Golconda early this morning,
the
Issue
Statement.
Freight
train,
No.
No.
188,
engine
day,
and
in
the
evening porches were
railway was derailed near hit-re
fearleseness eontinues tn characteribut was compelled to tie up at ,Lyda's
874, in charge of Engineer E. Brown
I
today. The entire train with the
ize the attacks delivered by the tribes deserted for reception rooms or in- Point this morning until 7 o'clock.
Fireman C. E. Slayden and Conducexception of the engine and tenmen upon the French forces encamp- doors. Driving that has been a re- The Bettie Owen leaves regularly on Situation of the Telegraph Tie-Up
tor Bob Smiley, struck the freight
der turned 'completely over.
After National Officials Take
ed here, and yelterday bands of lief during the summer months, was her first trip over the river at 6
train. No. 186. engine No. 851. in
Grahainville. Aug. Sti. !Special)
Filly petaens were injured. A
Arabs made isolated reckless ad- not in evidence yesterday, especially o'clock, but this morning the ferry
Hold.
charge of Engineer Leroy and Con--Grahamville lost a eubatantatt csbroken rail was the cause.
vancee. A detachment of 100 Datives, In the evening when wraps were not did not start until 7 o'clock. Even
ductor, Eldridge. The latter train
lien this morning when Charles E
Whife stealing in toward the city. uucomfortable.
Perhaps the touch In the city the fog was dense and
nue standing still and opportuglty
Crawford died at 9:311 o'clock at hft
CRIMER WINS.
was ambushed near the beach by the of fall Was most in evidence on the early morning pedestrians had diewas given members of both crews to
home after a several weeks' illness of
virrv
rEtt
CENT
IIETIKR.
t.on.ion, Any:. :Mi.-After a
French. A merciless fire mowed them river. This morning at 3 o'clock a :laity in distinguishing objects across
jump and save themselves.
A
-congestion of the stomach and boa tight lasting almost three years.
down. Those who are not killed fled fog lostered that was.almost lumen the street.
No collisions were rebroken
salr
hose
is
els. Mr. .Crilarord was 38 years old,
directly
respoasiReflood troker lias won over
precipitately, 4 but many dead were etrable with a light. - Few steam- ported, as the fog lifted before the
and all o! his life had been *pent
New York, Aug. 26.-The condi- ble for the accident.
the FmmIIeh Jiwkoajah, and they
left behind.
boats were moving, and little delay streets were well filled.
near Grahantville, where he was
How It Happened.
tion
is fifty per cent more 'favorable
have just revoked, !! decision,
A dispatch received here from Vice
%
well known_and liked by everyone
The first train pulled out of Pripce
to the strikers than they were last
herring him fromtraining hie
Admiral Philibert say a the tribes and
wss married to Miss Maggte Gra
Monday. Any proposition for arbi- ton at 5:10 and the seiold left ten
horses at New Nlaritet.. McCabe.
the governors eking the coast apparbarn several years ago and the foltration must be from the companies. minutes later. At Claxton Flagman
his trainer, ham receiv,s1 no II.
ently have not yet decided what at
lowing children esti-lave: Graham.
Thls statement was given out today A. J. smith. of No. 186, flagged
1'1.111W) to train Creker's horses
titude they will assume toward Mutat
Otis. Panline and Maud. His parents
in the local.headquarters of the Tele- Brown's train and told him to watch
them,
Hang. brother of the sultan, who has
have been dead for many years but
graphers'
Union and reflects the en- out for No. 156 at Ruth. No. Issi
been -declared sovereign in the south.
he leaves the following sisters: als,
thusiasm aroused by the arrival of failed to wait at Ruth for Flagman
CYSIIIDE IN HARBOR
Continuing his offensive campaign
William Graham, of Blulget, Mo..
Smith. and he boarded No. 148, inis President Small.
Baltimore, Aug. 20.-While
General Drude pushed his reconnoiMrs. Peter Ratcliffe, of Pa.ducah:
coming into the harbor last
Chicago, Aug. 26.-Members of tending a, catch up with his own
tering parties four Miles out from his
Mrs. Wallace Long, Mrs. Henry
night with a cargo of bananas
the strike board here were authority train shortly. At the approach of the
center. The main body of the enene.
Mr.
Cunningham, of Grahamirtile.
for
from Port
the statement that
Antonits, Jemaica,
was not sighted.
President trestle at Dawson, one half mile
Immigrants.
Crawford leaves the following broththe fruit steamer
Small had received intimations in an south of the station, an air hose on
Barnstahle,
ers:.James Crawford, Joseph CrawFritnee Awakens TO Danger.
collided with the
indirect way that he would be re- the first train broke arid a stop was
tug Jerry.
ford, and Lon Crawford. of GrahamParis, Aug. 26.-The French peesinking the little craft and
ceived by President Clown', of the ntade to repair it. There was no flag
Twenty-I:1x applicants, mimed the
ville, and a half brother, Carl CrawFrankfort, Ky , Aug. 26. -State Western
pie are just beginning to realize the
drew Mug five of her crew.
Union. if advances were out to protect it, and Brown
ford. of Mirage.
Agricultural
Commissioner Vreeland
white
teachers'
examination.
Prof.
along at a !Orfila' clip carnebowlig in a
their
embroilment
with
seriousness of
made in proper manner.
Mr. Crawford was a member of
dense fog. He did not see the caMorocco. The government persists in George 0. Mcfiroom and Mrs. Dori- today received a communication from
itt•eak Reported.
the Odd Fellows and the funeral
its declaration that, under no cis:cunt- an are grading the colored examina- Charles G. .Mutzenberg, agent for the
JEAIA)USY.
Rumors that a break in the ranks boose until he had gotten Within ift0
will tie ender their direction and the
department in Switzerland, In the
aiew York. Aug. 20.-Jeal-1
stances, will it undertake the subjuof
the striking Asoclated Press oper- yards of it. Conductor Shiley was
tion papers this afternoon. Those matter of securing immigrants for
hurta1 will be heId tomorrow after
sans rage because smother num
gation of the country. Yet It Is clear
ators is at hand were spread among riding in the engine, and Brown,
burial grournds
noon at the family
work in Kento the most ignorant observer that who passed the white teachers' ex- farm and household
danceireith his sweetheart. is
the Alegraph offices in Chicago. Col. Smiley and Fireman Slayden jumped.,
neat Grahamville. Mr Crawford wst
tucky. The letter is dated Berne, Auintolerable.
amination
are.
situation
is
said to
• have induced
prevent
the
ConradC.
S. Diel, assistant manager of the Brown struck the side of a deep fill
•a farmer and tobacco dealer, and was
gust 6 last.
The country now is in a complete
Mitre to stalest% men early tide
W. H. Sugg, L. W. Feezor, 711 E.
Press association, said he wottld give and rotten down to the hottest, susa prosperous young man. A more
Upon his arrival in Switzerland,
state of anarchy and united only on Singleton.
moreing in
Newteen. After
out
no positive information on the taining severe bruises to his ghoul;
Swift,
Floyd
Helene
Mc- Mr. Mutsenberg found that a law had
pepular soutig man could wet-hats
one point, hatred of the Christians.
%Melting right and left with is
subjeet, but that he was expecting an tiers, less and side. His face was
adopted
in that country
been found in this county.
A struggle of three claimantsfor the Broom, Jennie Sloan, Carrie Blythe. just been
large eheeth knife. Murz escaped
important
develomittleit in the strike also cut. Conductor Smiley Struck
sultan's throne is now in full swing Jessie Cloys. MCry .Bondurant, Addle prohibiting anyone not a resident of within
on his arms and sprained his right
but later eas captured by the
twenty-four
hours.
making
up
parties
front
With Raisuli remaining a comic side Byrd, Lucia Scott, Blanche Mooney, the country
escaped,
wrist. Fireman
Slayden
police after being clubbed into
To
offset
this
piece-of
"bear"
news.
Ernestine Alms. Addle Goheen, Min- of emigrants; for some other country.
show.
with slight Injuries.
submixitinse
tee
operators
heard
that
President
to
do
his
work
had
consequently
It has been laferred from the lat- nie Jones. Mrs. Fannie Leddra, Ethel He
Al Scott, a negro brakeman of
agenls In the different Small, of the union, had paid a visit
est - attitude of the French govern- Mitchell. Mary E. _Brazeltos Claire through loc--aT
In the early hears of the morning to 188 jumped when he realised the
difmuch
experienced
provinces
and
ea
ment that Germane has not yet con- St. John, J. Frank Cheek, Katherine
Notwithstanding the operating rooms of the telegraph approaching accident and sprained
Karnall.
Annabel ficulty in so doing.
sented to any action beyond the Powell, -Ilessie
bruised- his body.
A man identified by Green Dale as
!eta:- drafted -to pre- companies andthe_Associaled Press his knees and
scope of the Algeciras treaty In re- Acker. Eiltabeth starabam, - Elide the stringent
Henry Leech, alias W T. Leek, has
Conductor
Eldridge,
of 186. Was
and
had
learned
the
secrets of the
vent emigration not sanctioned by
Hoewischers- Mrs. Lena Ham.
storing order in Morocco..
been located in. a timber camp fifty
Mutsenberg dis- °aces. Small reegisted that only a standing in his caboose when he saw
Mr.
government.
the
Mrs. Dorian's School.
miles west of Cairo in Missouri, and -Woodvilas Aag. St1.• -( S1141 : ) literature, and talked small fraction of the normal force of the tligine come flying around the
s
Germans% Study Situation.
Mrs. John .1. Dorian's
private trIbuted_much
to
gone
Moore
has
Detective W. .L
curve. He jumped a few --seconds
at work.
At a Noising_ meeting of the Farmof persons who are men were with
hundreds
Cadiz, s‘Aug. 26,-The gunboat school will open September 9, This
ahead
.
the camp to place the suspect under ers' union held here Saturday afterof the collision. Had be beet)
United
States
The
superintendents admitted that
General Concha has come in here Is the sitiTh year and the school is Inclined to come to the
arrest. Young Dale is a son of Pro- noon at 3 o'clotit the following delea fele aeeends Me, the big freight
Small
got
inside
the
buildings,
but
locate.to
Morocco.
It growing in size and popularity. 511:e.
with the mail frairn
prietor Bud Dale. of the New' Rish- gates were selected to represent the
As a result he sees the probability asserted that he did not "see any- engine would have killed him.
brought letters from members of the Dorian will have capable assistance
mond . House,- who cashed a bogus local union at the national meeting
ears piled one on top of the other,
of
a good influx of Swiss immlgrantt thing.Spanish today in the local press, and this season. The evening school
$254). check for the fugitive.
and the trestle was torn up for 10a
In Little Rock September 3:
The which declare that several Germans
Talk of Peter. Meet.
to the United States during the fall
will be conducted as heretofore.
of
Rev. C. 15. McCaw. and Jeff Coffee.
New York, Aug. 26 --There ap- yards. the big engine going down
and winter months, and many
who are believed. to be army officers
Mulch enthusiaam was displayed at
Kentucky. He Auld have peared to' be an impression among to the creek bed. Five empty coal
hate arrived at Rail Blanca for the This caused fear among the Moors them to
the meeting and calls far speeches
the situation. that their country would be subju- brought a colony of people directly the striking telegraphers today that cars wereireduced to kindling -wood.
purpose of studying
were numerous.
J. McKage, at Other, letters from Spanish merchants
Ali Trains Delayed.
with hint, but for the laws interven- the strike may be-arbitrated early
gated.
citizen of this week, though the &Metals of
naturalized
Rossington, made a short address
required
36 piles to repair the
a
It
being
ing,
he
in Morocco express the belief that the
and other local speakers made a few- perelstence of the tribesmen In atthe United--Statess though formerly a both the Western Union and Postal broken bridge. By hard work, the
Mama-hi 011 (1101111 Bitumen
Cincinnati. ) Aug. 26.--United remarks.
aubSect. He left the matter in Telegraph companies have repeated- track was relaid and this morning,
tacking Casa Blanca is only a ruse to
San Sebastian. Aug. 26.-Accord- Swiss
brother and others at ly gone on record as saying that there shortly after 4 o'clock a telegram -.
States Senator Benjamin- R. Tillman,
make France and Spain concentrate lug to advices received by the govern- the hands of a
Interest in Revival.
to get results dot- Is nothing to arbitrate and that
expects
who has been fouling Ohio, today
and
Berne,
there,
thus
strength
there announced the main line clear and
their military
ment from several of the Spanish
Mutzenberg is
Shun) Aug. 26. (Special.)-This
Mr.
fall.
said that from the present outlook
the
early
ing
ready for' traffic.
could be no arbitration.
leaving the *ay open for a body blow consuls In Morocco, Mutat Hang is at
home.
Missouri. Kentucky and Maryland morning at le:30 o'clock the sucroute
now
en
All passenger trains were delayed.
port.
some
other
by the Moors at
present marching on Casa Blanca.
will all be In the Republican ranks In cessfkil revival which hae been going
The afternoon trains from Louisville
141,
141 End Wednesday.
Mutat has constituted his government
here,
on in the Megiodist church
1908.
Washington, D. C., Aug. 26.-W, arrived late et night, No. 121 getting
Blame on Franee.
Psi
and has been accepted by all south- AN OLD Worign cAuaEs
came to a close. During the meet
W. Beattie, na.ional vice president In after lo o'clock. It was due at
Berlin, Aug. 26.-The Frankfurt- ern Morocco, including the.
coast
TROUBLE TO POLICEMAN
• JAI'S PROTEST.
Mg 22 new members were added to er Zeitung published a dispatch from
.a. Train, No. 10l, the fast
of the Commercial Telegraphers' 4:2'
towns.
Washington, Aug. 26.-This
the church membership - roll and Tangier giving the subetanee of an'
Union of America. said today that. he southbound flyer, got In at - - I:IS
Patrolman James Clark is off
Japanese discharged front the
over, 25 conversions were had. The interview 'which its correspondent
expected the strike to be settled by o'clock. it Was due at 6. The mornPremier to Take Charge.
again on account of the injury to hls
United Staten navy in the Philrevival was led by the Rev. T. J. there had with Mohammed Sidi el
next Wednesday. He had reliable In- ing train due at 3:45 from LouisParis, Aug. 26.-Prenlier Clemen!Wiles simply because they are
Owen, of Paducah, and during most Mokhri, head of the Moroccan dele- cean, who returned from Carlsbad left leg, where be was Shot two years formation, he said, that the strike vnle did not get In until after 14
Japanese, have entered a proof last week the Rats W. T. Bolling, gation to the Algeciras Convention and Munich, has mistimed the active ago by John Trice at Eleventh would be of short duration, and he o'clock. All north boutin trains were
text and appeal for reinstateof Paducah. assisted him. Interest and who, it has been reported. may direction of the Moroccan situation street and Broadway, when Trice re- intimated that the cnitepme would be also detoured via Henderson.
ment, according to mall edifices
was taken in the meeting from q18 1 succeed Mohammed El Torres as rep- whivh deweloped during his absence.
Engineer Brown was brought -home
to the operators. He
sisted
arrest.
Patrolman Clark favorable
teem the 'archipelago. le.tra
first service. Yesterday the largest regentatIve Of the Butte') at Tangier. He conferred with Foreign Minister
would not discuss the basis for hle at a o'cloek last night and this mornpreeautionis were taken to procrowd that ever attended any gerv-1 He is quoted as siaillit that the Pinchon, War Minister Plequare and Marled to board a ear Theirsalay sod prediction
log was able to all On his front porch.
e interior of Minlater of Marine Toomson. Tomor- struck the Injured: leg against the
pel ttp• dry dock naewey. It im
every eresest ferment in
ICA was at the church *an d a
•
Other members of the erew
also
to
;nitrated at night on both the
ances invit- row he wilt go to .404, President Fat- step. It was bruisted and began
service the church was crowded. Ten Morocco is dem to
Mr. C. W. Morrison Went to Louis- went home, none being injured eel.
• swell badly.
land and the water side.
alditions were had yesterday.
k tient hasty course a ees& Blanes. Hetes
ville today on I pleasure trip.
ously enough to go to the hospital.
ported by the old city machine crowd

oi

MENACING.

•

and

1(.1, 1:11

E PADUCAftTIv V VICO Cr STYS:

BASEBALL NEWS 11 FIVE CANDIDATES

Balm Mihe

BIG BALLOON RACES

Every mothet•fetells • I
great dread of the • pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
st DAY'S GANIES.
of her life.
Becoming
Oft REPUBLICAN
APPELLATE
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
COURT NOMINATION.
American
lemesse
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
R H E
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
Look for Name on Shoe
St. Louis
2 2 2
pain and danger of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
Philadelphia .......
I
f)
I Judge John
severest trial is not only-made pairdess, but all the danger is avoided
I. Lassing Will tlii%t•
Batteries — Howell and'Stevens;
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
Tickets Go On Sale Sept. 14 and Are
011positiON Au Nitth
Bender,
Dygert
and
Powers.
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
Good Returning Until
Distritt.
Overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
Sept. 23.
Second game R H E
serious accidents so common to the critical
Louis
St.
t/ 2 to
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's mother
'
s
Along with the other big amusePhiladelphia
Many candidates seeking the ReFriend. "It is worth its we:..;tht in gold,"
1 7 o
Batteries — Petty and Stevens; publicau nomination for judge at awn! enterprises secured for the Kensays many who have used it. thoo per
-Ouse
the court of appeals in the Sixth ap- tucky State Fair in Louisville the
Waddell and Schrie.k.
bottle at drug stores.
Book containing
Patent
pellate district, appeared in the vari- week,of Sept. 16th, the State Board
valuable information of interest to all women, will
Coltskia,
be sent to any address free upon application to
• It '11 R ous counties composing the district, of Agriculture has contracted 'With
Swart
Detroit
Shai,;
7 12 1 and no candidate will go to the con- aeronauts to put on balloon rateaw
BRADFIELD REOULATOR 00., Atlanta, Oa.
gE49
hic•imm
Boston
1 4 2 vention, which will be held in 'Ale•s- This is a form of sport that lois been
Most styles are $5.00
Hound toe
Batteries -- Killiau and Schmidt; vele on Thursday, with enough votes responsible or the expenditure et
thousands
of dieters in Europe among
Kroh, Pruitt and Shaw.
to give him the nomination on the
the aristocracy during the past 'few
R H 13 first ballot. It was, understood that
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
the Republicans would not put a can- years. It is perhaps the most exciting
of
all
kinds
of
races.
qicano
3 6 0 didate in the field to oppose Judge
The -balloons to be used at the KenThe t: .1, ef Elbert fiergise-esehn furniture, daring the absence of the New York
'7 2 John Se Liaising.
tucky State Fair are as nearly idenAbner and tli:1 Britton, charged with family.
r
Batteries --- Walsh and Sullivan;
The following shows the instructeu tical as it is possible to
manufacture
the assassination of Dr. B. I). Cox at
Four persops were killed and 30 Newton and Thomas,
vote;
two articles of the same kind. Tito)*
Jackeon. on April 13. 1902, will be injured in a collision of two passenFor Samuel Holmes—Mason, Rob- are to be inflated with the same prescalled at Sandy Rook, Elliott county, gerf. trains on the St. Louis and San
sure of gas. Expert operators are to eselPellik
SA.TURDAY'S GAMES.
ertson and Nicholas.
by .Spetial Judge W. B. Moody.
i Francisco rai:road near Sapulpa, I. T.
For Leslie Applegate—Bracken, be in charge. Ballasts of sand weighi
W. F. Peados,
ing the same will be given to each,
R Rudy,
Gov. Hoke Smith has appointed
Pu..740e
American Ltogne.
The statement of the New York i
Kenton and Pendleton.
and the result of the races will dePresident
Caahte:.
Chicago,
5;
New
Holden
Horace
!Judge
M.
to
York,
the
sto
2.
AStaittUt 081121441,.
clear:lig house banks for the
past
For J. G. Tomenson—Boone.
pend upon the manipulation of this
St. Louis, 4-6; Philadelphia, 6'4.
week shows that the bilks hold $9.- , pretne bench of Georgia to succeed
For Samuel r Anderson—Camp- ballast almost entirely.
Detroit, 8; Waahhagton, 5.
976.400 more- than thrlegal reserve IJustice Andrew .1. Cobb resigned.
bell.
The balloons will leave the ground
Several houses were destroyed by a
Cleveland, 7; Boston, 3. .
requirements. This le_e_e_inerease of
at the same time, ',wend to a height
For Thorned W. R5iss--Rowan- •
National League.
2682.335 as compared with,the pre- tornado at Brumowlek. Wis., but no
Uninstructed-- Bath and Fleming. that will throw them into a surrent
Boston-Chicago, rain. •
of air, carrying them naturally in the
oue was'killed. At Fall Creek six -per.....orat•el
vious week.
same direction. If, in the mind's eye
sons
were
Beellglen,
injured.
1-7;
Louis,
St.
,
5-5.
The executive council of the AmerWOMAN W(HtliS AT ANVIL.
of the spectator,- he could divide the
Philadelphia, 5-6; Cincinnati, 4-0.
James Oliver, the millionaire man°MOW -Wew.e,e4ree,relr474.•
ican Federation of Labor has deterOMAN
balloon race into heats, the moment
ufacturer
philanthrop
and
(Second
ist.
et-Mis
game
Surplus
'evening
innings.)
mined to prosecute with greeter seeShe Gained Health and Craftstnen. Of reaching this air
me
. age0444
current would he
erely ill at his home in South Mend,
New
York,
illockholde
7; Pittsburg, 4.
rs
.
•
or than ever a campaign before all
ship in Hushandei Smithy.
called the first heat. It is here that
•• 100.006
state legielattreee for the abolition of Ind.
Mrs. William Sheffield, of Deshlete the excitement begins. From one bal' The Chinese legation at Paris deGood Game Yesterday.
Total se•artty to deposit ors
child labor in all es forms.
Gee claims the detiuction of beim; loon a bag of sand is thrown out, from
$2,510,0oe
Metropolis Bites failed to appear
nies the report that the 410eager.eruthe
other
Ac(ounts of Individuals and firm solicited. We appreciate
eine
or
two.
In
this
the only practical. %omen blacksmith
way one
The largest barn in Boyle county.
at Wallace park yesterday, and a
press of China is in ill-health.
alkali as well as large depositors and accord to all the
and woodworker in the state of Ohio. operator gets the advantage, and it
on the home place of the first goverMall
he is skillful he wins the heat.
Four section hands were kil:ed in picked team front the Cit44eys and
rt.nons treatment.
Any day in the wek passersby can
nor of Kentucky, burned, the loss be-;
Viewed from any standpoint, the
a railroad accident near Eureka, Mo. Pearls teams, said to be two of the
hear the ring of the anvil, and the balloon races at the Kentucky State
•
tug $5,4h0, with no insurance. It
strongest amateur teams in Paducah,
woman village smith emites it with Fair mut prove as great an
was owned by 'a deecendant, Shelbyl
attranwas retired to play the independmight and main. She works along- tion as a .ytbing that is billed for the
Tevis.
ents.
The
MEW
result
etas
His Cad Break.
12 to 3 in fa- side her husband,
who is one of the big week which begins Sept. 16th.
The battleship Temaraire, third or
vor of the Independents. Davis, the
OPZ/4 SATURDAY NIGHTS .FHOM 7 TO 8
beet
smiths
in
the
country round.
9014001L
the Dreadnought C:ASE.s4t-UtredbMurray boy, was ill and unable to
having werkee at his trade for forty'
fully launched at the the kyard
at
come to Paducah to work, but Wilyears, and she is said to be as good
Devonport, England.
l:anrs, the outfielder, came. Block,
Kentucky State Fair Will Have a
as he.
Justice Guy, of the New York ste
who has been doing star work behind
Great Speed Program.
Mrs.
41111118810Sheffield
married
was
to
Mr.
preme court, has signed a final deerte
the bat, appeared in the box to an adNo
matter
in what direction the
Sheffield
in
1S96,,
and being lonely
---ee7-4tiveree in--t he snit brought be Mrs.
vantage, and whipped all eorts""of
most of the time she visited her„hus- taste of the visitor may' run so far
Mary Adelaide 'Yerkes Winer against
Making Graphite With Sa...1u.t.
twisters and dodgers for the pieked
It is hot yet in commercial form and
band
in the shop, which adjoined her as speed contests are concerned, the
Wilson Mizner.
An important' electrical iuduet-y dimes to be ground to
team players to puzzle over. He
Kentucky
State
Fair
at
powder and
l
eouiaville
house.. Site helped him - at little
The number of men employed in
Niagara
Palls
Sept 16 to 21 will gratify his desire. at
pitched good ball, and his work was
manufacturers -finally separated into the sizes necesthings
just
to
time,
pass
and
the
her
the div.sions ,of building, construeThere are to be trotting races pacing graphite. The raw materla-ls used sary for the various
highly complimented. Eddie Brahic,
lites• to which
much better that she races, runnink races,
health was
tion, municipal work and engineering'
automobile 4.onslet of anthracite coal, gasg sand,;graphite Is put.---Wood Craft.
the Padurah catcher, who has just
kept
at
and
it
quickly
the
picked
up
races
and balloon races. A trotting foundry coke and sawdust.
of the Panama Cana] has been reducreturned from Herrin, 11., caught,
trade. She teemed to be a natural or pacing race iss been arranged Leed by 25 per cent.
and showed up well. Brahic will be
"Everybody Should Know*
The furnaces for Cie-of:inversion 01
mechanic, and as well as smithing earh day as fellows:
!
The Russian and Japanese governIn league company next season if
the anthracite coal or petreleum coke says C. G. Hays, a prominent business
Sept
16th,
2:20
pacing;
took
woodworki
up
ng, turning out
Sept. 17th,
ments have agreed te raise their re-man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's Arsielessful in taking on a few more
wagons and whatever else came into 2:25 trotting; Sept. Pith, 2:13 pacing: into graphite are in the form of long 'nice Salve is the
epective legations at Tokio and St.
quickest and surest
Sept 19th, 2:18 trotting; S'.•pt. 20th, ploughs built of fire brick. At
pounds In weight.
the 'healing salve ever
the shop for repair with as much
applied to a sore,
Petersburg to the rank of embassies.
fiee-for-all pacing; Sept. 21st, 2:10 cod of -each trough is a
The score:
R H
termtuai burn or wound, or to a case
skill as her "husband. She took up trotting.
of piles.
Thieves visited the home cif J. R.
independents
.12 12 2 horeeatoeing and el now
built of carbon "rods, to which is con- I've used
an expert at
it and know what I'm talkA six-hundred -dollar purse is offerB?ndz, near pany.
i,.. and gagged t Doetor- ilow tire the pain-. today? Picked team
nected
1
3
the
5
cable
conveying
the cur- ing about." Guarauteed by all drugTeen •Ion't. take any more
'that. Site can swing a sedge as well ed on each of these races.
away everything' of. value. even the
One of
Batteries—Block alto BraW; EsSt the
slate.
man, and Works' daily with these will he known as the Louisville rent.
as an
The sancLeoke and sawdust are
Patient -I havou't tnken any of them, ker and Gallagher.
Retail Merchants' Association purse,
Mr. SheMld at the forge.
With Show Girls.
4111111R=IRMIBRIII doctor.
When she began work in the shop and another as the Louisville Com- mixed ig thc proper propene:ins and
Doctor- Tata accounts for It. Take
Centrals in Hard Lack.
mercial Club purse, appropriations the trough is filled with anthracite Gatcy--That auto accident' In the
she was a slight woman, but now
them as ille-, led.
Two games were played yesterday
having been made by both of these coa: in welch is embedded a carbon park, In which De ROZ.1012 figured,
with vigorous erercise she weighs organizatio
ns.
by the "Specials" but luck was
For beaut I r
rod to make eloectrical 'connection .tae- turned out mese aerlously (Ivan was
r yards and
175 pounds. She is perfectly well,and
Running races each day for pursesestimates on tiower beds we
against them and they lost both
tween the terminals, as the coal is anticipated,
Nocturnal.
shop
working
long
the
in
besides
of
$2o0 will be conducted, while on
will call and see you. Phone
games. In the morning at Eighth
Gadsby-- Why, Whet's the latest?'
The man who talks of "secieg lift"
Seliwaus Bros. fur the largest
hours she finds time to do her house Wednesday, Louisville Day, automo- a very poor conductor of electricity.
Burnett
and
streets
they
played
the
Galey—The reportbes discovered
Must
have
irtiar
sight,
pec
must
and
complete stock of
work.—Bowling Green Correspond- bile races, limited' to Kentucky owned The temperature to which the coal Is
"Cotton Blossoms" and were defeatdowers and plants in the city.
.11 For life is only visible,
automobiles, will be run. The last raised before conversiott into graphite his real name, and his Wife is twine
ence Cleveland Leader.
ed in a pretty game by a score of 9
Fre• delivery to any
He seems to think, at night.
mentioned race will follow a great Is very htgh and is amid to approxi- him for divoree.—Puck.
part of the city.
autornoliile parade entirely around mate 7,7,00 degrees Fahrenheit.
—Catholic Standard and Times. to 8. Malone pitched for the "BiosHow Staterooms Were Named.
the track The dates of the balloon
soma' and he kept the hits well
When the furnace has cooled :JimOne method of dodging popularity
When they first bad steamboats on races have not yet been
scattered.
Pearson
the
for
"Speciale"
annobnced.
clently thii graphite Is removed, but is to give your iteighhor advici
"A mac regrets it when he does
Hoth Phorscre 192.
Miseissippi
river
they
had
no
the
pitched a good game and deserved to
• ot marry his first love."
win, but a few errors behind him sleeping rooms on board, and later a
ilouston Post.
turned the tide. The lineup of the bright captain conceived he idea of One
We have Revere] good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
of the Big Attractions For Ken.
"Specials" was: Burton, catcher; having rooms named for the states
will guar intee them as represented. Call and see then
tucky State Fair Weak.
which
through
passed.
This
boat
the
Pearson. pitcher; Kinchlow, first
In line with its policy to put on only
base; Rhodes, second base: Martin. proved such a success tat travelers
the greatest attractions that can be
INCORPORATED
•hird base; Artist, shortstop; Stan- always made a rush for the rooms
Livery and BeartIng Barn.
Furth Street and Kentucky lreeve.
secured,
the
Kentucky
State Fair
-y, left field; Fletcher, center Ile:di named for their own states and much
management has closed a contract to
consequent
trouble
arose.
Finally
and Johnson, right field.
have an lgorrote Village at the comIn the afternoon the "Specials" the state names were discarded, but
ing exhibition during the week of
beginning
that
statethe
of
was
the
played the "Centrals" on the Union
Sept. 16th, in Louisville, which will
Station grounds and were defeatedby room. On Some steamers today the undoubtedly
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
prove a great attracting.
name
Texas
clings
room,
one
but
to
the
the score of 2 to 7. Council for
This village is now located within th,.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
"Centrals" was in good form and it is the room 'where the crew eat, White City at Chicago. Its inhabitants
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed' perfectly
alien a hit was needed by his oppo- and travelers are not particularly in- are a horde of barbarians who hay,.
come direct from the Philippines
Roth terested In it.—Washington Star.
nents could not be gotten.
and without injury.
This exhibition IS better In fact than
steno
the
and
sides played good bell
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like nevi, and
the one at the World's Fair in the
want
Bun
results.
Use
for
ads.
does not indicate how hard fought
_
Philippine-Reservation. All of-Those
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
the game wee.
natives were returned -ko the PhilipNo other li-ke it-in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
pine's by order of the Untted States
Pearls Defeat Coneys.
government and new contracts were
sending us your laundry.
The Pearls USW their second game
signed with Uncle Samete bring over
_
new lot of genuine dog-eating Ron from the Cnileys Sunday mm-ning bI
toe Igorrotes. The primitive life of
a score of 5 to 4. The game was
these barbarians will be lived every
You get handsome, wui i
fought from start to finish. The featappointed carriages .
daf at the State Fair, else as it is in
Bartley,
centergarnp
was
ure of the
when I serve- you. We
Bontoc. Their huts are of native mafielder, for-the Culleys. In the last
give prnint personal litr
terial, comink from the Island ot
tention•at all times.]
half of the ninth !ening the score was
Luzon. The tribe includes some de
the eamous head hunters of the Philip4 to 3 in the Cartieys' favor.with two
pines. There are many rites and ceremen out and ohe man on second base.
monies peculiar to these people and
Clark was at the bat and he hit a
there are constant dances and feasts
long delve, scoring Tout, Smith folThe native industries are shown in
We are showing' some very
lowed, scoring Clark.
the village, which will be open to inslriking
spection all day and half the night
ideas in Ladies'
Exposition Commissioner.
during State Fair week at Louisville
Novelty Leather Goods—
Mr. Frank Leaks', special commisTRAINED WILD ANIMALS.
purses, pockft-books, wrist
sioner for the Jamestown exposition.
If you don't have a rainy day. Sickness, trouble—
is --in the city, calling on city °Melees.,
'hags, card eases, coin purses.
Mundy's Trained
Wild
yon can't tell just what will happen.
Animal
prominent men and the neswpispers.
Arena, the big zoological congress tirat
seal,
alligator
in
and
all
the
lf you haven't any money what are you going to
energetic
Mr. Leaks, who is an
Calihas been holding forth in the famous
fornian, says the exposition is nos
other now fashionable leathdo/
White City at Chicago this year, has
completed in its entirety.
been engaged for the Kentucky State
'You won't miss a little out of each week'e earners. it's a display well 'Worth
Fair at Louisville, Sept. 16th to 21st.
ings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
seeing and the prices will
This is admitted to he one V the
Cruel Thought.
Open -an aecount with us and protect yourself
most complete trained wild animal or"Darling," he add "what would
prove particularly interesting.
ganizations
in America. There is no
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
you do if I Rhoti;0. 'lie? Tell me."
better collection, nor are there finer
cent. on deposits.
"Please don't suggest such a
specimens- of the Asiatic and African
thine" said his wife. "I can't ewer
carnivore than are to be seen in this
the theltight of a stepfather for out
big trained wild animal show. Each
and every- one of them is thoroughly
letie boy."--Brooklyn I ife.
educated and every one is a competent
actor.
If It were not tor the poor, the benevolence of the rich would too afteft
.14
be without the necessary background
Japan has 2,237 banks with 8298.Itei up to a man to sit down end
24
capital. Five new banks
Either Phone No. 77.
contemplate a standing offer.
have npened eines February.
•
t The Danes seem mast adieted to
Agent for original Allegrettl
suicide. There average is 256 twit(Undies The man with a hot lead evenett
murderers a Million prolate a year
NooeVeeireeeeoretreeVer"e're"'"e'eeeieeeee"-e on temperre at the other end.

European Sport For Kentucky
State Fair,

RAILROAD RATES CUT IN TWO

Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refinement and gives that distinction which marks the welldressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

TROTS, PACES, RUNNING RACES
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Third,and Broadway
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FLOWERS

SCHMAUS BROS,

AN IGORROTE VILLAGE

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

We .Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.—Why?

Ur
NA
NCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

211-213 S. Third St.

The Best Carriage
Senice in Paducah

Newest Novelties In

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Paducah, Ky.

Leather
Goods

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

EDGAR W. IVIIITTEMORE

"YOU ARE LUCKY"

10c to $7

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway

-411,

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway

4,114

Real Estate Agency.

FRILiE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraornity Building. Both Phones 835,

4
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Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs
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.
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4
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This time of the year usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.
Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red
and a representative will call.

THE SUN JOB OFFICE
We

1

make a specialty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.
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Patchwork Conatitut Ion.
This document is becoming known
a. "the patchwork conetitution," al
though it is the same as William
Jennings Bryan of Nebraska dee:ared
to be "even better than that of the
United States." While all these interlIneatious and erasures appent
throughout the document, and in iftncovered until as seven typewrit- Walker, of Ardmore. a It. ea•ee e.,
ApprOprfilt100
• rani dem ineerlag nsas
tea
different handwriting, too, there are ten copies were completed and com- leader In that locility, and
United cover the deficit,
net tuft !tor to man but diasi.
pared
with
the
sheepskin or parch- States attornes for the southern disaccompanying certificates, as
no
pi the enabling act congress ap- from hIm, as Steudatil would IMY.
latent
copy.
A
part
of
the
on
article
trict
Indian
of
Territory, gars the
required by a deeislon of the United
propriated $100,000 for the expenses Nevertheless the two sexes are slowStates supreme court In regard to foreign corporations was also left delegates can reconvene and do what- of
the centatitutIonal convention, in- ly approaching. The man of today Is
please toward
(Ariel instruments, bolting that out, and many words were transpos- ever they
making cluding the
holding of the constitu- more feminine than his predecessors;
the
In
ed
labor
commission
section,
New P 13,
changes under the Kentucky decision.
I. Aug. 26
)
per- diplomatically requested Agden Mills,
when interlineations appear in diftional
eiectiou,
but this fund became that is, he Is more gentle, feet/teed:
"-------• lain small section of Newport voiced Etuy‘esant Fish, Peabody Wetmorr.
ferent handwriting in such an instru- the words "labor" and "commission- Elmsrestage Exhausts A pproprInt ion.
while
the
woman,
exhausted
casting away
on January 30 last, within
its horror this morning, and the rest and OthPrs of his entertainers
ment a eertificate must be flied with er" being reversed and the word "of"
And now, on top of the other pre- 70
days after the convention first fashioned incrusting prejudices, is
inserted,
expressed approval, when it became Newport not to introduce high'
made_prior
were
they
showing
that
it
dicaments, there are no funds to de- met, and
masculine,
more
i.
e.,
not
she
le
only
everything since that time
In the last hours of the convention fray the expenses of ho'ding
known that the early disappearance or champagne at functions at 1k L.
to its signature. As no such certifl•
the has been done on a credit
basis, a ntore athletic In her tastes than tee of Prince Wilhelm,
of the and just prior to the siguine of the election on September 17 to ratify
burden
rates appear, the
of Sweden, from tie is Invited.
deficit of over $204)4100 being created grandmother--she is mentally broadthe
dinner
given
proof rests upon the makers of the constilation: prior to "the first recess, the constitution, settle the fate of
by
Mrs. Ogden Mills
The prince is abstemious in all
er and firmer in her judgments.
altogether.
last night was due to his democratic his requirements, and ou his owi.
constitution to show when the inter- several other changes and correc- state-wide prohibition and choose
(Some day she will be so fat
lineation!. were made, and, as above tions were made, such as changing state official,. The election must be
the ship be never encourages the use oi
"evolved" that she will be charitable instincts, which sent him to
A Country /hat.
stated, there is no one who cal the name of Moman county to creek, held on credit. 1 0 us wail be issued
'W54 to her own sex.) The franker asso- dance given by the Swedes of this wine, although it is placed on the,
truthfully and positively identify the and that of Con-wee-scoo-wee county to the printers who get out the balciation of the sexes has proved tonic city for the sailors on his cruiser, the tables for guests Id° enjoy it.
to Rogers. At the time perhaps ten lots, to the firm that furnish
instrument as It now appears. e
the
to the woman, refining to the man Fylgta.
In trying to explain these numer- or a dozen anti-:lineations were made election supplies and to the men who
These are scholboy truisms, but they
Fully an hour befre e.ocial form
Thrilling Climax.
ous changes in the constittition, "Al- in addition to the insertion of the two act as judgee, clerks and inspectore
will always stand guotation.—Jamee and royfil custom required his deTwo men were out, the bases were
sestiona
mentioned,
all being written on election day. The printer who furfalfa Bill" Hurray, president of the
Iluneker, in Everybody's.
parture, the prince rose and, atom- full, and the pinch hitter of the team,
constitutional conventicn and avowed clOsely between the lines and on thj nishes the banota must take the conpanted by Baron de
Legere:rants. was at the bat, says the Chicago Tricandidate for vice president of the margin, and in a different handwrit- tract at a considerably higher figure
Ice and Disease.
the Swedish minister at Washington, bune.
than If the cash were in sight, In orUnited States on a ticket with Bryan ing.
An investigation of the artificiel hurried to the dance hall. where he
The umpire called three bills and
der that he may discount the paper
Haskell Punielieeeopponent,
of Nebraska, says that many errors
ice industry in Washington by the entered Into the fun with such zest two strikes.
were msde in transcribing the origiUnited States public health and ma- that. as the night advanced. Baron
Montane ebunty
had been named at the banks. The banks must thea
The excitement was intense, but
✓ine no-seen; service has led to some de Laegercrantz was obliged to re- too deep for
nal parchment, owing to the fact that for Moman Pruitt, a prominent Dem- wait until the first state legislature,
words, and when the
disagreeable disclosures. Individual wind hiw of 'his
changes made .th the last hours' of ocratic politician. Before the eonsti- in case the constitution finally gets
pitcher began to wind himself up
royal digultY•
through, reimburses them, or else
lemon- were found in which the busithe convention just- previous to the Putional Curl
t:011 • closed, however.
Drinceti With Half the Girls.
preparatory to delivering the ball,
ness was Conducted under unsanitary
first -of the three recesres were not Pruitt had bolted the candidacy of must depend upon the liberality of
When the floor wee-- cleared for the silence was painful.
conditions and in consequence dis- dancpg
placed In the copy by Joseph
R.t Caharlei N, Haskellaot Muekogee
his highness watched until
It was broken by a loud, penetrat3olitt•tun, whO sins doing the trans- governor. Haskell was -Democrat
ease germs were found In the product he could keep quiet
no longer. Jump- ing voice in the grand stand.
"The New York Medical Journal" has ing
cribing. Section 14 of the schedule, floor leader in the convention, and
duwn on the illoor; he placed his
"Ladies and gentlemen." , exclaim"The Mercy of (awning
no doubt that these eonditams ac- royal
was left entirely out, and was not to get even with Prnitt, changed th•
arm around the trim waist of eel the 'owner of the voice, "who
Feriae."
count in a measure for the prevalence
county's name to Creek,- in honor (i1
Miss Gercia Swenson and -4olned the wants another bag of this justly' eel.
of typhoid fever at the national von- dancers.
the Creek tribe of Indiana. Coo-v/e
We must all wonder, for a
FAIR. 1EXCH4eNGE.ea
After
that the prince ebrated popcorn!"
presumed
tal last year. If may be
acoo-wee was an old Cherokee In-'
moment now and then, what
danced
with
half
the girls lu the
that the evil has now been remedied,
name, much honored in that to„
stradge new "brew" is being
room.
A New Rack for an Old Orel—How
It doesn't pay to advertiae unless
Unpitinat Actor.
the
that
credible
least
and it is at
boa it was changed at the lent mile
prepared for us by the busy
Prince Wilhelm, of Sweden, has you are able to deliver the goods
it i Devoe In Paelneatel
A wer-known
Atnerican actor, who situation In Washington was sleeporder
in
ute
to perpetuate the -nate
forces which-we name "Car• old enough not to consider himself tonal
Nevertheless, the revelations
of Delegate Rogers of Claremore, •
enmatancrs."
The back ▪ aches at times with a
, matinee idol by any means, was officially made in this one ease sugDemocratic delegate in the convee
In the home life the exit of
quewhat surprised and pleased in a gest the wisdom of similar inquiries
dull, indescribable feeling, making
tion. Both of there political chum. a servant; in the store, "some
you weary and -restless; piercing
. Louis hotel a short time ago, in other laige eities.—New York
necessitated interlineations In the
hee a pretty girl stopped him in Vie Tribune.
thing happens" to our best
palms shoot across the region of the
body of the constittation.
(sleeks; In every business venirridor and presented him with a
kidneys, andhgain the loins are leo
When the convention again
mot I
rose, without saying a word. He was
ture something "upsets" our
lame to stoop is agony. No`use to
How It Happened.
additional change, were made
more surprised and less pleased to A man with a wife back in Giourfee
favorite plan. If we own proprub or apply-a plaster to the bark in 311
Two sections. were inserted
in tie
reeeive a note the following day reerty, our best tenant leaves,
this condition. You cannot reach
tor,
Pehedule and the other changes wee(
minding him of the , incident, and Didn'4 try her affections to foucester;
the cause. Exchange the bad back
or our neighbor selliThis prop
scattered - throughout the entire coy
asking him to *end the giver of thP
•Ior a new and stronger one. Follow
erty at a big
profit—while
As a matter of -course,
saltation, making necessary very m,,
E want to reduce our stocks to make room for
tain_imats at the theater In
flower
the example of this Paducals•citizen,
we "hold on" to ours, not
applied for divorce,
She
ny interlineations and erasure... The whielr he was playing "as a memento
Fall Goods and, as you know the great values
Mrs. Silas Jones, of 1148 North
willingly.
the poor fellow has luresnow
And
the parchment looks like a cree
of the occasion."
Thirteenth street, Paducah, Ky..
Emerson
expressed
ter!--Puck.
it:
we
offer
in these sales, you should be quick to
quilt proposition, with its four diffo
"My dear young lady,"' the actor
"Man imprisoned It' mortal
Says: "I haVe suffered severely
. It Can Be Done,
ent styles of penmanshiti and nun
profit by them.
replied, waxing sareest'c as he real.with a lame and aching back. At
life, lies open to the merry a
A mahten there was in Communipaw,
rous interlineal and marginal ter'
ised what ml leen the object of the
junipaw.
times I felt as though I was hardly
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and take no other.
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ences of das Ewig-Weiblicke and ttt• try."—Catbolic Btandazd and Times
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Guthrie, Okla., Aug. TG.---A suitable reward will be .0ff...it'd for any
.man who can identify the actual conatItution as drawn during the past
ten months for the propceed state
of Oklahoma. In all probability the
document— the
original
Parchment copy—could not be unleveled tu the courts by the moo
thorough of leandwriting experts.
Page 39 of this nfficial parchment
'ecpy, which is on flle in the office ot
Territorial Secretary
Charles
N a fair sample of the entire wort It contains seven interlineations, three of which are in differ
ent handwriting, and all of the thrte
different from the body of the instrument. and No entire lines and several pieces of lines marked ,out by
straight lines being drawee through
them. At least two dozen other page.
of the document present a similar ate
pearance. Page. 39 deals with foreign
corporations, a clause of the constitution that covers page after page us
the document, and contains all the
Teas constitutional arovisions and
state statutes on this question.
Even the body cf the constior
is not :n the same handw
throughout, but was transcribed by
four differht men—Joseph E. John._
neon of Alva, a convention clerk; C.
C. Clothier, of Guthrie, employed to
do the-county division transer:bing;
1111es E. Lasater, of Pants Valley,
delegate in the convention Land chairman of the revision committee, and
I.. S. Mosher of Guthrie, a longhand
expert.
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:ow standard of recruits ard failure'would not interfere with state
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combination, does not hang together'public that demand the reitio%al
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well. It is scarcely to be believed authority to Washington." Perhaps
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eanteen, a low standard or rearuits vocated government ownersh
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Entered at the pk)stoftics at Paduesih. is attracted and a better class disthe railroads. jsu rt that fierce!' A
Ky., as second class matter.
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Respected German
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The scantiness of pay, combined ment buy up all the railroads. now
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much,
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states control the Served With Dietitiction in Prussian
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.
some respects accounts for desertions railroads if the government
Army Before coining to toter.
owned
Otee.., 116 South Third.
Phone US
The fact is however, that conditions them?
ha to health-.
Payne & Young, Chicago and New of peace have more
than anything
More than that, Bryan wholly misYork, representatives.
else to do with the unattractiveness of represents the administration's
attiTHE BUN MD be found at the followarmy life. Thoote, who enter the tude on the question,
ing places:
and does It SVERA
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It. D. Clements lk Co,
service now the better class of the knowingly, if he is a responsi
Van Culla Bros.
ble perPalmer Houma
men, are attracted by the prospect son. Obi% ludiane,
Illinois, WisconJohn Wilhelm,
of traveling to the orient. For the sin, Missouri and a
number of other
rest, military life is monotonous and states have enacted
Mr. Ferdinand Hummel, Sr., 80
two ceut tare
uninteresting to a liberty loving peo- laws and the governm
ent is not In- years old, one of Paducah's oldest
ple. If we desired a big army in time terfering.
Roosevelt suggests tak- and most highly respected citizens,
of peace. we should fill it with Latins. ing over control, because
the states died at his itesidence, 923 South
They love gaudy uniforms and little have been uuable to regulate
at"
freight Fourth street, Sunday evening
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responsibility. Let a rumor of war rates and stop rebating
and illegal 6:10eti1rioek of general debility. He
arise, and the army will fill up di- combinations.
had been failing in health for some
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'
ll be surprised to see how much of quality, style and elegance
rectly. Pay won't cut much figure
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a
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He
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not
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states the
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6
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3939 laborer.
wind his constitutional limitations, slap army until his hearing became
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If we can keep the standing army and need hot be
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garrison the colonies, it IS sufficient.
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Neither Mr. Bryan, nor any other was a gun and locksmith by trade,
26
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27
3938 A volunteer army well officered, in man, who has given the subject any and after a short life in New York,
33
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29
3905 six months Is better than the regu- consideration, can doubt that
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state
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act
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of machine disaipline. When the sure.
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Personalty appeared before me, war with Spain broke out a call was any more than a legislature can four children by his second es,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton. made for 10.tatote men and Looaesoyj asssid doing the right thing occas- They are: Mr. Ferdinand Hummel
general manager of The Sun, who responded in a day.
ionally. The unanimous ripping the Jr., Mr. Will Hummel and Mrs
alarms that the above statement of
Naturally, the regnlar army will Alabama
Sophia Newman, of this city, and
legislature
got
recently
the circulation of The Sun for the wane in prosperous times and fill
in from the southern press for trying Mrs. Elizabeth Kaiser, of Kansas
month of Ju:y, 1907, is true to the hard times. Misery
aids the recruit- to prohibit a foreign corporat
City, Mo. Mrs. Kaiser is Ill and union apbest of his knowledge and belief.
ing offices as much as does the glit- pealing
to the federal courts, should able to attend the funeral.
PETER PURYEAIL
ter of the brass buttons. Most of satisfy.
He was a member of the German
the Nebraskan, that
Notary Public'.
Mr.
10 commission expires January our militant youths have been satis- Roosevelt, even if he should deplore Lutheran church, and the funeral?
fied with the late war and the inter- the
22, 1908.
intemperateness of state regula- will be held tomorrow afternoon at,
vening 10 years of foreign service. tion, is
only voicing the common 2.30 o'clock at the residence of Mr RED MEN MAY
!, A bird's wing is, in proportion to) Blind Cupid -"How do yeti
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without avail.
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plan
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ton Star.
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everythi
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South Thirteenth street, who died
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and Deal's band played the funeral
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Denver News.
morning at Milburn. The father, a
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structlea—J. S. :rabbe, of Boyd ward supplyin
well known Illinois Central engineer,
g the soldiers with
A big concert by a band of 30
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comforts and
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conveniences. They
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by Manager William Malone of WalOF BFNTON IS
funeral. as word from him may not
For leek of Court of Appeals— their clubs, and anyone desiring to
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drink in moderation is allowed to do
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Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
Prof. Deal intends to consolidate the
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Benton,
Ky.. Aug ae. - Special) by Engineers John 11. Wilkins
Broom,
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and band and will go to
Metropolis toMayor
James P. Smith quarters, and the soldiers dems.nd —An immense crowd witnessed the Thomas Erwin and Mrs. Sallie Smith.
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City Attorney....Arthar Y. Martin that they be
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City Treasurer
John J. Dorian ege. Good
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at
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Earl Merryman.
officers state that disrep- the Christian
Thursday night at Wallace park.
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George Lehnhard
tethool
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George Andrecht
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Hurt in Automobile.
were baptized, the Rev. T. M. Mat- died
at Fulton Sunday morning of
A prize will be awarded to the best lady
Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R. anti-canteen law went into effect.
New York. Aug. 26.,—Frank Harthews. of Murray, performing
tlia bowel trouble, and was buried this rion
Hank, G. K. Oehischlaeger, Jr., C. How much this is exaggerated
by
Higgins, son of the late Goverdancer attending the
at Wallace Park Paceremony.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
morning at Fulton at 11 o'clock. nor Higgins, and
officers, who sympathize—with the
Ethel Levy, acFormer County Attorney George The funeral
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Councilmen— Second ward, Al E. thirst of
was attended by Mr. I. tress, the divorced wife of George
their men, of course, it is
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impossible te gay.
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If yo are a wearer of Custom Made Clothes, you'll be
greatly interested in our handsome new

Fail Suitings, Overcoatings and Trouserings

We trust you'll be in to see them. An artistic and skillful
cutter and expert tailor are at your command to fashion your
favorite fabric into

Just the Garments to Suit Your Fan‘y
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All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at our office, 406 Broadway,
before September 1. A charge
of $4 each will be made for all
fans sent in to be rewound
after that date.
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return.
euth and Waahlugton sleet
ed today trout Mayfield, where they
visited friends.
Mr. Frank Vogt is 111 of malarial
fever at his home, 1217 South Tenth
WAS RECEIVED FROM EUGENE
street.
Miss Helen Young returned to her
GRAVES IN limp%
Polk Bele!.
home in Golconda yesterday, after
The engagemer. and approaching
visiting -Miss Madge Schnierle.
marriage of Miss Erne Louise Polk
Mr. and Crs. Ed Cunningham, of
Anti-Saloon League leettpones Deceand Mr. John Reid .e announced toParis, Tex., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
ption in Leglidative Rec.. a
day. The weddine wit' take piece at
4
A. L, Lassiter, 1601 Madison street.
the home
Few lelys.
thi brele, September 1.
Mrs. W. L. Gilbert, of Murray, iv
Miss Polk Is tne daughter of Mr. and
visiting her son, Mr. M. E. Gilbert,
Mrs_ L. T. Polk, of the coulee, and
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
1201 Salem avenue.
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Reports from committees and an
Mrs. C. P. 'Houseman, of Harrison
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address by the Rev. W. J. Naylor
street,
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A Deuble Wedding.
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until
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Miss Ella B. Wilhelm. 269 North Sunday to report.
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writing,
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Alderman Sam T. Hubbard
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"Don't start Into this Life," be Med.
'"It's only a Tread-mill, and after your
The Willing Collegian " Logs give oat you are dropped down
The immigration association will will recognise this convention as a
the Dark Chute. Besiees, your ColWas Hunting For
legiate Training unfits you to help out hod its secoed annual convetion meeting of business people and citia. Foothold.
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the
thing, the longer you daily with Jour- lion. Frank M. aargeant, department
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SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 people, having good s
schools, churches,
rural deliveries, telephone connections
throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commends itself to
anyone sccking good
farm lands in a highclass farming section of beautiful
country with social
advantages. \ Tract
embraces 306\acres of
good land, all of
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
One the place there is
one residence of
Seven rooms, one
large stock barn sufficent to accommodate twenty head of
stock, besides spacious hay loft and
corn cri-bs, three
large tobacco barns.
-three good tenant .
houses, fine well and
cistern, large orchard, vineyard,
.plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
be named upon application at this office.
Now is the time to
see what the land will
produce. Telephont
127 or call at office.
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HE TRUSTED STRANGER
.aNI) kosT His I- It IA.
Needing change for a $5 bill and
-forgetting every one was not -honest,
Zilch Harris. colored. was coming to
the river this morning to begin work.
As he passed the Fraternity building
at 6:43 o'clock he remembered his
insurance was due and being in a
hurry he saw another negro coming
out of an ()Mee and asked him if he
knew where he could get the MIT
changed. The stranger answer in the
took the bill and
aMrmative and
went into the ofnee. Harris waited
for him to return and it was near
work time, but no one returned. Hat.
rig went in after him, but the negro
had gone out another door and escaped. Harris reported the matter ta
the police.
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Evansville "STEM.-

L

made from the finest
barley malt and
choicest imported
hops and bottled
from steel, glass
enameled tanks,
through government
pipe line.
'tinrantee'i
Pare

under

the

Foods Acts of June,

1906, serial No. 11241."
'brewed and Bottled By
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Fizz:' DecitiA to be Strictly
or Shawneetown wh'ere she will run
Acurstons Wednesday, Thursday and
Nom-latoxicatiog Beerage.
FridaS, during the fair.
The Martha Henning will be taken
Ed Brown was acquitted yesterout on the dry docks next. Repairs day on a charge of selling liquor
without *license. It was developed
to the barges are nearly completed.
that he had a stand at the fair
and the Henning will be taken cult
ground on the 8th of August and
for an overhauling.
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not in the least intoxicating.
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This is the second time this week
totnorrow. The Eisenharth-liender- that the claims of the manufacturers of "Dr Fizz" that it Is
:bon show boat will arrive early tosimply a soft drink have been susmorrow morning, and barges were
tained in 'Squire Emery's court.,
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is of much importance to A M.
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speculation."
When the Cost of operation had
been estimated Mr. Jostles:, calculat-!
eif that such a train would carry an
average of 100 passengers, half of!
which would be first class end onethat these
half second class. and
would pay an average of $3.90 under
the old rate, or a total of $390 for the
trip.
Mr. Justice asked the witness If
he did not knew that At. had_ been
makes
shown ,tha! the . Sopthern
more Gum snit per cent on its pas-!
Mr. Spencer reeenger bueinems
plied that the result was "merely a
numerical ca,culation on assures '
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Hits at Discrimination.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 2.6.-The si at a,
railway commission today issued alt!
order commending the Great Nort'
ern to (Wise discriminating meals.
Omaha in favor of 91inneapolls
refusing cars for loading grain sis
tined for the Omaha market.
Shippers: Ask Renee Be-rvisee.
Albany, N. Y.. Aug. 26.----Cos
Plaint has been made by the N.
• York State Shippers' Protective association against the freight service
Of various railroad companies operating in this state, according to a
statement given out last night by the
public service commission in the see-
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